
A much-needed lighting upgrade for the aquatics area was part of a recent renovation and expansion of the 
Breckenridge, Colorado Recreation Center. The indoor swimming area, which is in use seven days a week from 
very early in the morning until well into the evening, was lit by an outdated system of 38 800-watt induction 
fixtures that shone downward and unevenly, resulting in dark corners and poor visibility in the deep end of 
the lap pool and around the two-story slide in the leisure pool. On overcast days, the spotlight-like effect was 
even more pronounced, further amplifying concerns over swimmer safety. In addition, the aging fixtures were 
becoming difficult and expensive to maintain with parts that were becoming increasingly harder to find.

StaxMax Flood Lights enhance safety 
and savings at Recreation Center
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“Safety in the pool was a main 
concern. The new lights are brighter, 
and provide more clarity and 
visibility in the deep end of the pool, 
particularly in the corners. Under 
the old lights, it was difficult to see, 
especially on an overcast or snowy 
day. Our membership immediately 
noticed the difference!”

- Carmen Brashier, 
Aquatics Coordinator

Facility management worked with local 
MaxLite representative agency Integrity Sales 
and distributor Colorado Electric Supply (CES) 
to purchase new lighting that would create a 
brighter and safer environment for members 
and staff. After conducting a full location 
assessment, and taking into account the pool 
area’s wood ceiling, which does 
not reflect light, Integrity Sales and CES 
recommended MaxLite 540-watt StaxMax 
Flood Lights for the installation. Built with three 
adjustable, 180-watt LED modules, the StaxMax 
fixtures enabled light to be optimally dispersed, 
with the lowest module downlighting the 
pool deck and the middle and top modules 
uplighting, which minimized reflections 
on the water. 
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MaxLite
MaxLite has been committed to providing energy-efficient lighting products since 1993. One of the first movers into LED technology 
in the industry, MaxLite offers an extensive line of quality, certified indoor and outdoor LED lamps and luminaires. A five-time recipient 
of the ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year Award for its industry leadership, MaxLite continues to be at the forefront of energy-efficient 
technologies through the innovative research and development capabilities of its teams and facilities in New Jersey, California and 
Indiana. 
 

By switching to StaxMax LED fixtures, the Breckenridge Recreation Center was able to reduce the fixture 
count to 20 flood lights and save more than 20,000 kWh and $8,533 annually. F.D. Taylor Electrical 


